SAFETY ALERT ISSUE # 08-2018
WORKER STRUCK BY PIPE WRENCH
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common industry safety standards,
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share data analysis and safety
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zero incidents.
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DESCRIPTION:
A worker was struck in the chest by a pipe wrench and sustained six broken ribs and a
damaged spleen. The impacted worker was a contracted fishing operator, or
“fisherman”, on a service rig.
The fisherman was on the rig floor while
waiting for the service rig crew to complete
their tasks. A service rig crew member
removed the last drill collar and installed a
lift sub using a pipe wrench. A worker
installed the sub and fisherman then
operated the power tongs to allow the
tightening of the lift sub’s remaining
threads. At the same time, another crew
member released winch controls, which
redirected all hydraulic power to the power
tongs and revved the engine. The extra
engine capacity in the power tongs spun the
equipment and attached pipe wrench into
the fisherman. The impact threw the
fisherman several feet, he was immediately
transported to the hospital.
CAUSE OF INJURY OR LOSS:
A pipe wrench was left on the lift sub while power tongs were being operated, and
the re-direction of all hydraulic power to power tongs when the engine revved.
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS:
•
•
•

Unable to disable hydraulic power to power tongs due to rig design
Fisherman operated the equipment while not formally authorized
Incomplete risk assessment highlighting potential hazards and outcomes

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
•
•
•
•

Communicate any equipment energy hazards (potential hydraulic power
issues) to workers on site
Formal turnover and authority procedures should be in place and used
Ensure no third party workers are in the area until control of authority has
been transferred
Companies could inventory all their equipment where the hydraulic power
hazards remain and determine whether or not feasible to retrofit
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